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ABSTRACT
Recent advancements in reinforcement learning have witnessed

remarkable achievements by intelligent agents ranging from game-

playing to industrial applications. Of particular interest is the area

of multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL), which holds signif-

icant potential for real-world scenarios. However, typical MARL

methods are limited in their ability to handle tens of agents, leaving

scenarios with up to hundreds or even thousands of agents al-

most unexplored. The scaling up of the number of agents presents

two primary challenges: (1) agent-agent interactions are crucial

in multi-agent systems while the number of interactions grows

quadratically with the number of agents, resulting in substantial

computational complexity and difficulty in strategies-learning; (2)

the strengths of interactions among agents exhibit variations both

across agents and over time, making it difficult to precisely model

such interactions. In this paper, we propose a novel approach named

Graph Attention Mean Field (GAT-MF). By converting agent-agent

interactions into interactions between each agent and a weighted

mean field, we achieve a substantial reduction in computational

complexity. The proposed method offers a precise modeling of in-

teraction dynamics with mathematical proofs of its correctness.

Additionally, we design a graph attention mechanism to automat-

ically capture the diverse and time-varying strengths of interac-

tions, ensuring an accurate representation of agent interactions.

Through extensive experimentation conducted in both manual and

real-world scenarios involving over 3000 agents, we validate the

efficacy of our method. The results demonstrate that our method

outperforms the best baseline method with a remarkable improve-

ment of 42.7%. Furthermore, our method saves 86.4% training time

and 19.2% GPU memory compared to the best baseline method.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, unprecedented achievements in reinforcement

learning (RL) have greatly enhanced human decision-making capa-

bilities in complex situations. RL techniques have found extensive

applications in various domains, such as game-playing [42, 54],

robotics [4, 43], public health [2, 15, 16], and even nuclear fusion

system [11]. The success of RL predominantly centers on single-

agent scenarios, while in the real world, systems often comprise

multiple agents, and interactions among these agents play a crucial

role. Consequently, multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) has

especially wide applications and developments in corresponding

methods are called for.

Previous researchers have done plentiful works on MARL. First,

MADDPG [22] outperforms single-agent DDPG in experimental

tasks with various goals. Second, in game-playing, a series of stud-

ies including QMIX [34], AlphaStar [49] and MAPPO [55] keep

surpassing human professional players and achieving remarkable

scores on the Starcraft game, a typical MARL benchmark. Further,

in social and industrial applications, numerous successful MARL

solutions have been proposed, addressing challenges in traffic sig-

nal controlling [51], power distribution management [50], cloud

computing [1], etc. However, existing studies typically only con-

sider tens of agents, while methods capable for scenarios with up

to hundreds or even thousands of agents are almost unexplored.
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Despite the prevalence of scenarios involving hundreds or thou-

sands of agents in the real world, there exist two key challenges in

scaling up the number of agents in MARL. (1) Large number of
agent-agent interactions. In multi-agent systems, interactions

between agents play a crucial role in the overall system behavior.

Therefore, besides simple agent-environment interactions, MARL

methods must take the agent-agent interactions into considera-

tion to achieve satisfactory performance. However, in regular algo-

rithms, the number of agent-agent interactions increases following

𝑂 (𝑁 2) as the number of agents grows to 𝑁 . The quadratical growth

greatly adds to the computational complexity and hinders the agents

to learn efficient strategies. (2) Varying strengths of agent-agent
interactions. Due to the intrinsic dynamics of real-world systems,

the strengths of interactions vary not only among each pair of

agents but also over time, making it arduous to precisely model

these diverse and time-varying interactions. Though we can manu-

ally specify the interaction strength of each pair of agents according

to prior knowledge of a certain scenario, it requires repetitive man-

ual works when training models to solve problems in different

scenarios. On the other hand, it is almost impossible to accomplish

such manual works when the number of agents is large.

Facing these challenges, we propose the Graph Attention Mean

Field (GAT-MF) method to enable the scaling up of the number of

agents in MARL. Firstly, to solve the problem of the unaffordably

large number of agent-agent interactions, we develop the previ-

ous study of unweighted Mean Field [53] into a weighted version.

We mathematically prove the validity of transforming interactions

among the agents into the interactions between each agent and a

corresponding field, which is obtained through a weighted average

over the raw agent-agent interactions. By such conversion, the

number of agent-field interactions only scales linearly following

𝑂 (𝑁 ) with 𝑁 agents, alleviating the computational complexity and

enhancing the agents’ ability to learn effective strategies. Moreover,

such conversion preserves the information of different interaction

strengths among agents in the weights, which is discarded in the

unweighted mean field approach. Secondly, to automatically cap-

ture the varying strengths of the interactions, i.e., the weights in

calculating the equivalent field, we model the relations among the

agents into a graph where each node represents one agent. We

introduce a graph attention mechanism to dynamically learn and

compute the diverse and time-varying interaction strengths among

the agents, obviating the need for prior knowledge or manual efforts

in setting interaction strengths. Lastly, we evaluate our GAT-MF

method in (1) a grid-world manual scenario with 100 agents and

(2) two real-world metropolitan scenario each with more than 3000

agents, which are built according to real-world data (see Section 5).

The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method

outperforms existing MARL methods in all scenarios with a perfor-

mance improvement up to 42.7%, showcasing its capability to scale

up to scenarios with a large number of agents. Additionally, our

method exhibits high computational efficiency, reducing training

time by 86.4% and GPU memory usage by 19.2% compared to the

best-performing baseline method.

In summary, the main contributions of this work include:

• We develop unweighted Mean Field method into a weighted

version and prove its mathematical correctness. This method

greatly alleviate the computational complexity in learning

efficient strategies and enable it to scale to scenarios with

up to thousands of agents.

• We design a graph attention mechanism to automatically

capture the varying strengths of the agent-agent interac-

tions, ensuring that our method can precisely model these

interactions without prior knowledge of the strengths of the

agent-agent interactions in the target scenario.

• We conduct extensive experiments in a manual grid-world

scenario and two real-world metropolitan scenarios with

more than 3000 agents. The results demonstrate that our

method achieves superior performance across scenarios and

obtains high computational efficiency comparing existing

MARL methods.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Large-scale task with RL. One common approach to addressing

large-scale task with RL is to aggregate the large number of natural

units into a relatively small number of clusters and control each

cluster with one agent [15, 32, 51]. Another category of methods de-

compose the original vast action space into a hierarchical structure

based on prior knowledge of the targeted scenario, simplifying the

decision-making process [16, 23, 35]. Additionally, some researchers

combine human experts’ solutions with RL methods to facilitate

more efficient strategy learning in large-scale scenarios [15, 19, 33].

Although these works achieve success in their targeted scenarios,

the manual techniques of unit aggregation, action space decompo-

sition, or experts’ solution collection are largely problem specific

and require strong prior knowledge of the scenarios. In contrast,

our method provides a direct MARL approach, eliminating the re-

quirement for problem-specific knowledge, thereby offering a more

adaptable framework for addressing large-scale RL tasks.

Multi-agent reinforcement learning. There exist abundant
works on MARL and here we illustrate the differences among var-

ious multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) methods with

an example in a metropolitan (Figure 1). The main approaches

of recently popular MARL solutions can be roughly summarized

into several categories, including decentralized training with de-

centralized execution (DTDE), CTDE, and CTCE. DTDE methods

simply trains the agents independently in the environment, such as

IQL and IPPO [10]. CTCE means both the training and execution

process requires every agent to access global observation, where

typical works include HATRPO, HAPPO [18], DGN [17], Mean Field

(MF) [53], and communication based methods [26, 26, 29, 37, 46].

On the other hand, CTDE is the most common category of MARL

methods. Typically, it includes a centralized critic, which takes

in the global observation to estimate the global return; and de-

centralized actors, which determine the local actions according to

local observations. The representations of CTDE methods include

MADDPG [22], MAPPO [55], COMA [12] and ATT-MADDPG [25].

Besides, value decomposition (VD) methods is a typical category of

CTDE method, which factorizes the joint Q-function into a certain

function of the local Q-function of each agent in order to reduce

the complexity. For example, VDN [47] uses an additive function,

QMIX [34] chooses a monotonic function and QTRAN [44] extends

it into a more general function. However, it is not easy to factorize
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Figure 1: Comparison among existing MARL methods and our proposed method. (a) Example of a multi-agent scenario
in a metropolitan where each block corresponds to one agent and the relations among adjacent blocks lead to agent-agent
interactions. (b) Limitation of the CTDEmethods, i.e, high dimension of the concatenated input vector of the critic. (c) Limitation
of the unweighted MF, i.e., losing precision on modeling agent-agent interactions using unweighted average. (d) Key design of
our proposed GAT-MF method, reducing the dimension while keeping the precision.

the joint Q-function into hundreds or even thousands of terms, lim-

iting the scalability of such methods on a large number of agents.

On the other hand, the centralized critic (or value function) requires

concatenating the vectors of local states and actions from all agents

together as its input to obtain the information on agent-agent inter-

actions, it is obvious that when the number of agents is large, the

concatenated vector will be in extremely high dimension, making

the training process hard (Figure 1b). This limits these methods

to work in scenarios with at most hundreds of agents. In contrast,

due to our special design, our proposed method can scale up to sce-

narios with more than 3000 agents and keeps high computational

efficiency. Moreover, there exist works exploring novel paradigms

of MARL, such as centralized teacher with decentralized student

(CTDS) [56] and personalized training with distillated execution

(PTDE) [9].

Mean Field (MF) MARL. In order to reduce the unaffordable

high vector dimension in CTDE methods mentioned above and

scale up the number of agents, a special technique named Mean

Field (MF) [53] is proposed. It approximates the concatenation of

actions with the unweighted average of these actions, namely mean

field. RL algorithms with MF technique have been successfully ap-

plied in industrial scenarios with large number of agents, such as

ridesharing order dispatching [20], edge computing [40] and un-

manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) controlling [7]. Nevertheless, such

approximation regards interactions among all agents equally and

discards the varying strengths of these interactions, losing precision

in modeling the complex relations among the agents (Figure 1c).

In this paper, we develop the MF method into GAT-MF, in which

we design a variant of graph attention mechanism to automatically

capture the varying strengths of agent-agent interactions and calcu-

late a weighted average of the actions according to their strengths.

Therefore, we are able to reduce the vector dimensions, scale up

the number of agents, and keep precise modeling of the relations

among the agents at the same time (Figure 1d).

Graph model in MARL. There exist previous works modeling

the relations among the agents in MARL systems with graphs, in

which each agent is represented by a node and each pair of agent-

agent interaction is represented by an edge. With such graph, they

focus on the local relations among neighboring agents, distilling the

agent-agent interactions. One basic approach is considering a given

coordination graph from prior knowledge [13, 28] and the action

of each agent is obtained considering the influence of its neighbors.

Other researchers improve this approach by utilizing graph neural

networks (GNNs) to automatically learn the agent-agent interac-

tions rather than obtain them from a given coordination graph. For

example, G2ANet [21] combines hard and soft graph attention to

indicate whether there exists an interaction between two agents

and the importance of the interaction, HAMA [38] designs a hier-

archical graph attention network (GAT) to model the hierarchical

relationships among multiple agents and MAGIC [30] utilizes GATs

to deal with the communications among agents in agent-agent in-

teractions. Furthermore, one theoretical research mathematically

shows how compact the agent-agent interactions can be distilled,

guiding algorithm designing [31]. Although these works distill the

agent-agent interactions by considering neighbors on the graph and

simplify the decision-making process, the number of interactions

still increases following 𝑂 (𝑁 2) as the number of agents grows to

𝑁 , especially when the graph of agents approaches a dense graph.

In contrast, we combine GAT mechanism with MF technique and

therefore keep the number of interactions at 𝑂 (𝑁 ), making it able

to scale up to scenarios with a large number of agents.

3 PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Markov Decision Processes (MDPs)
We discuss our method considering amulti-agent version ofMarkov

Decision Processes (MDPs) defined by ⟨𝑛,S, 𝜌,A, 𝑃, 𝑅,𝛾⟩, where 𝑛
denotes the total number of agents. The global state 𝒔 = (𝑠1, ..., 𝑠𝑛) ∈
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S consists of local state of each agent. The probability distribution

of initial state is given by 𝜌 = D(S), where D(S) is a collection
of probability distribution over the state space S. The joint action
𝒂 = (𝑎1, ..., 𝑎𝑛) ∈ A consists of local action of each agent and is

produced by the policy 𝝅𝜽 : S ↦→ D(A), with D(A) being a

collection of probability distribution over the state space A. 𝝅𝜽 is

parameterized with 𝜽 = (\1, .., \𝑛) and local action of each agent is

produced by 𝜋\𝑖 (𝒔). The state transition probability and the one-

step reward given the current state and the joint action are defined

by 𝑃 : S × A ↦→ D(S) and 𝑅 : S × A ↦→ R correspondingly. The

global one-step reward is the sum of local one-step rewards from

each agent, i.e., 𝑅(𝒔, 𝒂) = ∑
𝑗 𝑟 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝒂), and the long-term discounted

reward from 𝑡0 is defined by discount factor 𝛾 following:

𝑹𝒕0 =
𝑇∑︁

𝑡=𝑡0

𝛾𝑡−𝑡0𝑅(𝒔𝑡 , 𝒂𝑡 ), (1)

where 𝑇 is the maximum length of an episode and 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1].

3.2 Q-Learning and Deep Q-Network (DQN)
Q-Learning [52] is one of the basic RL methods, which learns ef-

ficient policy in MDPs through an off-policy manner. It aims at

finding a value function 𝑄𝝅𝜽 (𝒔, 𝒂) for policy 𝝅𝜽 :

𝑄𝝅𝜽 (𝒔, 𝒂) = E[𝑹𝒕 |𝒔 = 𝒔𝒕 , 𝒂 = 𝒂𝒕 ]
= E𝒔′ [𝑅(𝒔, 𝒂) + 𝛾E𝒂′∼𝝅𝜽 [𝑄

𝝅𝜽 (𝒔′, 𝒂′)]],
(2)

where the recursive form is Bellman Equation. In practical training

algorithms, this value function is obtained by minimizing the loss

function, which is designed with greedy thinking:

L = E(𝒔,𝒂,𝑅,𝒔′)∼B [(𝑄 (𝒔, 𝒂) −𝑦)2], 𝑦 = 𝑅 +𝛾 max

𝒂′
𝑄 ′ (𝒔′, 𝒂′), (3)

where B is the replay buffer collecting experiences (𝒔, 𝒂, 𝑅, 𝒔′) from
agent-environment interactions and 𝑄 ′ is the target version of

𝑄 , whose parameters are synchronized from 𝑄 with delay. After

obtaining the optimal value function 𝑄∗ (𝒔, 𝒂), the optimal policy

𝝅∗ is obtained in a greedy way:

𝝅∗ (arg max

𝒂
𝑄∗ (𝒔, 𝒂) |𝒔) → 1. (4)

Deep Q-Network (DQN) [27] keeps the same mathematical essence

as Q-learning but approaches the optimal value function 𝑄∗ (𝒔, 𝒂)
with a deep neural network, representing more complex environ-

mental situations and thus can solve problems in more scenarios.

3.3 Policy Gradient (PG) and Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient (DDPG) Algorithm

Since𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝒂 is used in obtaining the optimal policy in Q-Learning

and DQN, they are only practical in scenarios with discrete action

space A. To solve problems with continuous action spaces, Policy

Gradient (PG) methods are proposed [48]. In a major group of deep

PG methods, besides the value function network, the policy 𝝅𝜽 is

also approached by a neural network and directly calculates the

action 𝒂 given 𝒔. These methods keep training the value network

in a similar way as Q-Learning but without greed:

L = E(𝒔,𝒂,𝑅,𝒔′)∼B [(𝑄 (𝒔, 𝒂) − 𝑦)2], 𝑦 = 𝑅 + 𝛾𝑄 ′ (𝒔′, 𝒂′), (5)

and optimize the policy network to maximize the episode return,

following the gradient:

∇𝜽 𝐽 = E𝒂∼𝝅𝜽 [∇𝜽 log𝝅𝜽 (𝒂 |𝒔)𝑄𝝅𝜽 (𝒔, 𝒂)] . (6)

In practice, similar to the value network 𝑄 , the policy network 𝝅𝜽
also has a target copy with delayed parameters synchronization.

Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [41] is a special variant

of PG methods where the policy is converted from a probability

distribution over the action space to a deterministic action. In the

DDPG training process, a small random disturbance is added to

the deterministic action, helping the agent explore the potential

action space. In this work, we mainly combine our proposed GAT-

MF method with the original MADDPG algorithm [22], which is a

multi-agent version of DDPG.

3.4 Problem Overview
In this paper, we primarily focus on large-scale multi-agent prob-

lems, which typical comprise 10
2
to 10

3
agents. The goal is to find

the joint action of the agents at each time step, i.e., 𝒂𝑡 , and thus

to maximize the global return of a whole episode, i.e., 𝑹𝒕0 , where
the global return is decided by the form of the reward function and

depends on the specific problem. To achieve this goal, we consider

both agent-agent and agent-environment interactions in the system.

In these scenarios, the global value function is equal to the sum of

local value functions of each agent, i.e., 𝑄 (𝒔, 𝒂) = ∑
𝑗 𝑄 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝒂). The

local value function of agent 𝑗 , i.e.,𝑄 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝒂), can be split into the sum
of 𝑄 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎𝑘 ), 𝑘 ≠ 𝑗 , or the sum of �̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘 ), 𝑘 ≠ 𝑗 , which

represents the local value considering each pair of agent-agent

interaction.

4 METHODS
4.1 Overview
As we showed in Section 2 and Figure 1b & c, unweighted MF uses

the following approximation on the value function of CTDE when

considering agent 𝑗 :

𝑄 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝒂) ∼ 𝑄 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 ), 𝑎 𝑗 =
1

|N 𝑗 |
∑︁

𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑎𝑘 , (7)

where N 𝑗
denotes the neighboring agents of agent 𝑗 . However,

such an unweighted average neglects the fact that the strengths of

agent-agent interactions vary among different agent pairs and over

time. Therefore, intuitively, we can improve the approximation into

a weighted average to maintain such varying strengths. Moreover,

besides reducing the dimension of 𝒂, we can reduce the dimension

of 𝒔 with a similar technique, further reducing the computational

complexity. Generally, we propose the following approximation of

the value function of CTDE when considering agent 𝑗 :

𝑄 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝒂) ∼ �̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 ),

𝑎 𝑗 =
1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘𝑎𝑘 , 𝑠 𝑗 =
1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘𝑠𝑘 , 𝑊𝑗 =
∑︁

𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘 ,
(8)

where 𝑤 𝑗𝑘
is the weight between agent 𝑗 and 𝑘 , reflecting the

strength of interaction between them. On the other hand, to apply

our method to PG algorithms with actor-critic structures, we design
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a similar weighted average approximation to reduce the computa-

tional complexity of policy function, i.e., the actor, as follow:

𝜋 𝑗 (𝒔) ∼ 𝜋 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 ), 𝑠 𝑗 =
1

𝑈 𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑢 𝑗𝑘𝑠𝑘 , 𝑈 𝑗 =
∑︁

𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑢 𝑗𝑘 , (9)

where 𝑢 𝑗𝑘
is the corresponding weight between agent 𝑗 and 𝑘 .

Next, we will mathematically prove why this approximation

holds in Section 4.2 and illustrate how we automatically capture

the weights [𝑤 𝑗𝑘 ] and [𝑢 𝑗𝑘 ] and implement such approximation

in a practical MARL training algorithm in Section 4.3.

4.2 Mathematical Proof
Here we prove why the intuitive approximation of the weighted

average on the value function holds.

Theorem 1 (Weighted MF Approximation). When considering
agent 𝑗 , the centralized value function 𝑄 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝒂) can be approximated
by �̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 ).

Proof. Since

𝑎 𝑗 =
1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘𝑎𝑘 , 𝑊𝑗 =
∑︁

𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘 , (10)

we regard each 𝑎𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ N 𝑗
as the sum of 𝑎 𝑗 and a small fluctuation:

𝑎𝑘 = 𝑎 𝑗 + 𝛿𝑎 𝑗𝑘 , (11)

therefore, we have:

1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘𝛿𝑎 𝑗𝑘 =
1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘 (𝑎𝑘 − 𝑎 𝑗 ) = 𝑎 𝑗 − 𝑎 𝑗 = 0. (12)

And similarly, we have:

𝑠𝑘 = 𝑠 𝑗 + 𝛿𝑠 𝑗𝑘 ,
1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘𝛿𝑠 𝑗𝑘 = 0. (13)

We expand the centralized value function according to Section 3.4,

only considering the interactions among neighboring agents:

𝑄 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝒂) =
1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘�̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎𝑘 )

=
1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘�̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 + 𝛿𝑠 𝑗𝑘 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 + 𝛿𝑎 𝑗𝑘 ) .
(14)

We denote �̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 ) as𝑄0 and expand each term in the sum

according to Taylor’s formula:

(14) = 1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘 [𝑄0 + ∇𝑠 𝑗𝑄0 · 𝛿𝑠 𝑗𝑘 + ∇�̃� 𝑗
𝑄0 · 𝛿𝑎 𝑗𝑘 + 𝑜 𝑗𝑘 ]

= 𝑄0 + ∇𝑠 𝑗𝑄0 ·
1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘𝛿𝑠 𝑗𝑘

+ ∇�̃� 𝑗
𝑄0 ·

1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘𝛿𝑎 𝑗𝑘 +
1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘𝑜 𝑗𝑘

= 𝑄0 + 0 + 0 + 1

𝑊𝑗

∑︁
𝑘∈N 𝑗

𝑤 𝑗𝑘𝑜 𝑗𝑘

≈ 𝑄0 ≜ �̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 ) .
(15)

Hence, the centralized value function𝑄 𝑗 (𝒔, 𝒂) can be approximated

with �̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 ) with second order small error. We further

proof in Appendix B that the error is bounded within a small

symmetric interval [−𝐶𝐿,𝐶𝐿] under the mild condition of the Q-

function being L-smooth, where 𝐶 is a constant. □
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u w
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u
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Mean(          ),

Mean(          ),

(a) Graph of the agents (b) Calculation of the weights (c) Calculation of the weighted MF

Figure 2: Implementation details of the GAT-MF method.
(a) Modelling the adjacency among the agents into a graph,
where each agent has its state vector and action vector. (b)
Process of calculating the weights [𝑤 𝑗𝑘 ], [𝑢 𝑗𝑘 ] through graph
attention. (c) Using the obtained weights to calculate the
weighted MF vectors to be the inputs of the actor and critic.

4.3 Algorithm Design
Given the correctness of the weighted MF approximation, we il-

lustrate how to implement it into a practical MARL algorithm in

Figure 2. We consider scenarios where the agents have fixed rel-

ative positions and therefore we can model the adjacency among

them into a graph G (Figure 2a) where each node corresponds to

an agent. We consider the neighboring agents of agent 𝑗 , i.e.N 𝑗
, to

be the neighbor nodes of agent 𝑗 . To obtain the weights [𝑤 𝑗𝑘 ] and
[𝑢 𝑗𝑘 ], which reflect the varying strengths of interactions among

each agent and its neighbors, we design a variant of graph attention

(GAT) mechanism to automatically learn them.

In detail, each agent has a pair of query (Q) networks Q 𝑗
𝑎,Q

𝑗
𝑐 and

key (K) networksK 𝑗
𝑎 ,K

𝑗
𝑐 with learnable parameters, corresponding

to the actor and critic, respectively. In each step, Q 𝑗
𝑎,Q

𝑗
𝑐 ,K

𝑗
𝑎 ,K

𝑗
𝑐

take in the current local state vector 𝑠 𝑗 and produce a pair of Q

vectors 𝑞
𝑗
𝑎, 𝑞

𝑗
𝑐 and a pair of K vectors 𝑘

𝑗
𝑎, 𝑘

𝑗
𝑐 , which all have the

same dimension. Then, we calculate the weights through the inner

product of the corresponding Q and K vectors (Figure 2b), as:

𝑢 𝑗𝑘 = (𝑞 𝑗𝑎)𝑇𝑘𝑘𝑎 , 𝑤 𝑗𝑘 = (𝑞 𝑗𝑐 )𝑇𝑘𝑘𝑐 . (16)

By this mechanism, we obtain the agent-pair-specific and time-

varying weights, reflecting the strengths of agent-agent interac-

tions. Finally, we weigh the state and action vectors by the weights

and calculate the MF vectors, which are then used as the inputs of

the actor and critic (Figure 2c). The parameters of Q 𝑗
𝑎,Q

𝑗
𝑐 ,K

𝑗
𝑎 ,K

𝑗
𝑐

are updated along with the actor and critic networks using the re-

ward signal, and we also apply the technique of target network with

delayed parameters synchronization to them. In detail, the param-

eters of the target networks are updated from the corresponding

online network via soft replace with rate ^ as:

\𝑡 ← ^\𝑡 + (1 − ^)\𝑜 , (17)
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Algorithm 1 Multi-agent Training with GAT-MF

Require: Number of agents 𝑛, number of training episodes 𝑀 ,

model update interval 𝐼 , reward discount factor 𝛾

Ensure: The trained multi-agent model

1: Initialize actor networks 𝜋 , initialize query (Q) networksQ𝑎,Q𝑐
and key (K) networksK𝑎,K𝑐 , the parameters are shared among

the agents

2: Initialize the critic network 𝑄

3: Copy 𝜋,Q𝑎,Q𝑐 ,K𝑎,K𝑐 and get the corresponding target net-

works ¤𝜋, ¤Q𝑎, ¤Q𝑐 , ¤K𝑎, ¤K𝑐
4: Copy 𝑄 and get the corresponding target network ¤𝑄
5: Initialize the experience replay buffer B
6: for episode = 1 to𝑀 do
7: Initialize a random process P for action exploration

8: Initialize the environment and obtain the initial state

𝒔 = (𝑠1, ..., 𝑠𝑛) ∈ S
9: for 𝑡 = 1 to max-episode-length do
10: Calculate the Q vectors and K vectors of each agent:

𝑞
𝑗
𝑎 = Q𝑎 (𝑠 𝑗 ), 𝑞 𝑗𝑐 = Q𝑐 (𝑠 𝑗 ), 𝑘 𝑗𝑎 = K𝑎 (𝑠 𝑗 ), 𝑘 𝑗𝑐 = K𝑐 (𝑠 𝑗 )

11: for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑛 do
12: Calculate the GAT weights for agent 𝑗 through the Q

vectors and K vectors: 𝑢 𝑗𝑘 = (𝑞 𝑗𝑎)𝑇𝑘𝑘𝑎 , 𝑘 ∈ N 𝑗

13: Calculate the local action with noise through GAT-MF:
𝑎 𝑗 = 𝜋 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 ) + P,
𝑠 𝑗 =

1

𝑈 𝑗

∑
𝑘∈N 𝑗 𝑢 𝑗𝑘𝑠𝑘 ,𝑈 𝑗 =

∑
𝑘∈N 𝑗 𝑢 𝑗𝑘

14: end for
15: Execute the joint action 𝒂 = (𝑎1, ..., 𝑎𝑛) ∈ A in the envi-

ronment, observe the next state 𝒔′ = (𝑠′
1
, ..., 𝑠′𝑛) ∈ S and

the local one-step rewards 𝒓 = (𝑟1, ..., 𝑟𝑛) ∈ R𝑛
16: Store (𝒔, 𝒂, 𝒓, 𝒔′) into B
17: if reach the update interval 𝐼 then
18: Sample a random experience (𝒔, 𝒂, 𝒓, 𝒔′) from B
19: Update the network parameters via Algorithm 2

20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: return The train models for execution 𝜋,Q𝑎,K𝑎

where \𝑜 denotes the parameters of an online network and \𝑡
denotes the corresponding target network.

We combine GAT-MF with the original MADDPG algorithm and

show the outline of the training algorithm in Algorithm 1. First,

we randomly initialize the parameters of online networks and copy

them to obtain the corresponding target networks. Considering

the homogeneity among the agents, the network parameters are

shared among the agents, reducing memory consumption. Second,

we perform rollouts in the environment and collect the experiences

into the replay buffer. In this step, we calculate the actions through

GAT-MF and add random disturbance to the actions for exploration.

Third, after collecting a certain number of experiences, we sample

experiences from the replay buffer and update the parameters of

online actor, critic, query and key networks altogether according

to the samples using the reward signal, and then we update the

parameters of the corresponding target networks via soft replace.

Algorithm 2 Network Parameters Updating with GAT-MF

Require: Number of agents 𝑛, actor networks 𝜋 , query networks

Q𝑎,Q𝑐 , key networks K𝑎,K𝑐 , critic network 𝑄 with the corre-

sponding target networks ¤𝜋, ¤Q𝑎, ¤Q𝑐 , ¤K𝑎, ¤K𝑐 , ¤𝑄 , a sampled ex-

perience (𝒔, 𝒂, 𝒓, 𝒔′) and soft replace rate ^

Ensure: The updated networks parameters

1: for j = 1 to 𝑛 do
2: Set 𝑦 𝑗 = 𝑟 𝑗 + 𝛾 ¤𝑄 (𝑠′𝑗 , 𝑠

′
𝑗
, ¤𝑎𝑠′

𝑗
, ¤̃𝑎𝑠′

𝑗
)

where ¤𝑎𝑠′
𝑗
= ¤𝜋 (𝑠′

𝑗
, 𝑠′
𝑗
), ¤𝒂𝒔′ = ( ¤𝑎𝑠′

1
, ..., ¤𝑎𝑠′𝑛 )

𝑠′
𝑗
is the GAT-MF vector of 𝒔′ with weights

¤𝑞′𝑗𝑎 = ¤Q𝑎 (𝑠′𝑗 ) and ¤𝑘
′N 𝑗

𝑎 = ¤K𝑎 (𝑠′N 𝑗 )
𝑠′
𝑗
is the GAT-MF vector of 𝒔′ with weights

¤𝑞′𝑗𝑐 = ¤Q𝑐 (𝑠′𝑗 ) and ¤𝑘
′N 𝑗

𝑐 = ¤K𝑐 (𝑠′N 𝑗 )
¤̃𝑎𝑠′
𝑗
is the GAT-MF vector of ¤𝒂𝒔

′

with weights ¤𝑞′𝑗𝑐 and
¤𝑘′N 𝑗

𝑐

3: Calculate 𝐿𝑗 = (𝑦 𝑗 −𝑄 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 ))2
𝑠 𝑗 is the GAT-MF vector of 𝒔 with weights

𝑞
𝑗
𝑐 = Q𝑐 (𝑠 𝑗 ) and 𝑘N

𝑗

𝑐 = K𝑐 (𝑠N 𝑗 )
𝑎 𝑗 is the GAT-MF vector of 𝒂 with weights 𝑞

𝑗
𝑐 and 𝑘

N 𝑗

𝑐

4: Calculate 𝐽 𝑗 = 𝑄 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑎𝑠𝑗 , 𝑎
𝑠
𝑗
) where

𝑎𝑠
𝑗
= 𝜋 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠 𝑗 ), 𝒂𝒔 = (𝑎𝑠

1
, ..., 𝑎𝑠𝑛)

𝑠 𝑗 is the GAT-MF vector of 𝒔 with weights

𝑞
𝑗
𝑎 = Q𝑎 (𝑠 𝑗 ) and 𝑘N

𝑗

𝑎 = K𝑎 (𝑠N 𝑗 )
𝑎𝑠
𝑗
is the GAT-MF vector of 𝒂𝒔 with weights

𝑞
𝑗
𝑐 = Q𝑐 (𝑠 𝑗 ) and 𝑘N

𝑗

𝑐 = K𝑐 (𝑠N 𝑗 )
5: end for
6: Update parameters of 𝑄,Q𝑐 ,K𝑐 , minimizing 𝐿 =

∑
𝑗 𝐿𝑗

7: Update parameters of 𝜋,Q𝑎,K𝑎 , maximizing 𝐽 =
∑

𝑗 𝐽 𝑗

8: Update ¤𝜋, ¤Q𝑎, ¤Q𝑐 , ¤K𝑎, ¤K𝑐 from parameters of 𝜋,Q𝑎,Q𝑐 ,K𝑎,K𝑐
via soft replace with rate ^

9: Update ¤𝑄 from parameters of 𝑄 via soft replace with rate ^

10: return The updated networks parameters

We show the detailed algorithm for parameters updating in Algo-

rithm 2. We repeatedly execute the rollout-update process until

convergence and obtain the well-trained GAT-MF models.

We first evaluate our method in a manual grid-world task with

100 agents and provide some straightforward visualizations of the

learned policies. We then extend the experiment into real-world

metropolitan tasks with more than 3000 agents, fully verifying the

ability of our method to scale up to very large number of agents.

We show the experimental results in Section 5 and provide detailed

hyper-parameters settings used in the experiments in Appendix A.

Our experiments are implemented with PyTorch, and the source

codes and data for reproducibility are posted at https://github.com/

tsinghua-fib-lab/Large-Scale-MARL-GATMF.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Experimental Settings
Scenario 1:manual grid-world task. First, we start with a diamonds-

seeking task in a manual grid world consisting of 10×10 grids with
loop boundaries, i.e., going out from the left will loop into the right,
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(a) Random initialization (b) Random action, 10 steps (c) Training curves (d) Best episode returns

Figure 3: Experimental settings and results in the grid-world task. (a) An initialized example of the grid world with randomly
located diamonds and uniformly distributed miners where each grid corresponds to one agent. (b) The return after 10 steps of
random action. (c) Training curves of the proposed GAT-MF, the baselines, and the ablation study with 95%-CI over 5 different
random seeds. (d) Best performance of each method with 95%-CI over 5 different random seeds.

and each grid corresponds to one agent. We show a randomly ini-

tialized example of the grid world in Figure 3a. Initially, there are

two diamond veins buried in two random grids (blue markers in

the figure) and the density of diamonds over the world, which is de-

noted by the contour lines, follows Gaussian distributions centered

at the two grids. There are also miners uniformly distributed over

the grids, whose number is denoted by the background color. The

total number of obtained diamonds is calculated by summing up

the product of the number of diamonds and miners at each grid and

the return is defined by how many more diamonds are obtained

than initialization. In each time step, 10% of the miners from each

grid move to one of its neighbors, and the task of the agents is to

give the exact numbers of miners to each of the four neighbors to

efficiently redistribute the miners and get as many diamonds as

possible. We show the distribution of miners and the return after

10 steps of random movements in Figure 3b as an example.

Scenario 2: real-world metropolitan task. In order to verify

the ability of our method to scale up to scenarios with a larger num-

ber of agents, we conduct further experiment on the real-world task

of COVID-19 vaccine allocation. During the pandemic of COVID-

19, people in metropolis with high population density and frequent

population mobility suffer a high risk of infection [45]. However,

vaccines, one of the most important medical resources, are in short-

age during the early stage of COVID-19. Therefore, in order to

minimize the overall infections, finding an efficient strategy to al-

locate the limited vaccines to the key population group, e.g., the

elders or the health workers, in the metropolis is of vital importance.

Previous researchers have built a precise simulator with real-world

data to infer the total infections with different vaccine-allocation

strategies [8]. We conduct our experiments based on the simulator

in two different cities, Atlanta and Miami, ensuring the ability of

generalization of our method. In each city, there are thousands of

blocks, corresponding to thousands of agents (Figure 4a and 4e).

People in each block have different age structures and time-varying

patterns visiting points of interest (POI
1
s) in the city. The popu-

lation mobility leads to contacts among people and complex and

time-varying risks of infection. We show the details of the cities in

this experiment in Table 1.

1
Specific locations that someone may find useful or interesting.

Table 1: Details of the cities in experiments.

Name Atlanta Miami

Population 7191638 6635035

Number of blocks 3130 3555

Number of POIs 39411 40964

Length of data 1512 hours

The task of the agents is to find an efficient way to allocate the

limited vaccines among the blocks at each time step, reduce the

local risk of infection in certain key blocks, and thus minimize the

overall infections, which is opposite to the return. We show a more

detailed background of this experiment in Appendix C.

5.2 Overall Performance
As we mentioned in Section 4.3, we mainly combine our proposed

GAT-MF with the MADDPG algorithm and train the models. We

compare the performance of our method with various baseline RL

algorithms, which are listed as follows:

• Global agent methods: In this group of baselines, we apply

widely used single-agent RL methods including DDPG [41],

PPO [39] and SAC [14] to the task. We consider the single-

agent to be a global one, which takes in the global state 𝒔
from all grids and gives the joint action 𝒂 of all grids in the

form of a concatenated high dimensional vector.

• CTDEMARLmethods: In this group of baselines, we apply
original versions of MADDPG [22] andMAPPO [55], which

are popular CTDE methods.

Specially, we further design the following ablation study to verify

the vital role of our GAT design:

• Ablation study, w/o GAT: We substitute the proposed GAT-

MF with the unweighted MF method as we described in

Section 4.1 while keeping the other parts identical.

In the manual grid-world task, we set the local state 𝑠 𝑗 at grid 𝑗 to

be a five-dimensional vector consisting of the densities of diamonds

at the center and the four corners of the grid. The local one-step

reward 𝑟 is set to be the difference in the number of obtained

diamonds by the grid and its neighbors before and after the step.
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(a) Map of Atlanta (b) Training curves in Atlanta (c) Best episode returns in Atlanta (d) Computational efficiency in Atlanta

(e) Map of Miami () Training curves in Miami (g) Best episode returns in Miami (h) Computational efficiency in Miami

Figure 4: Experimental settings and results in the real-world task. (a) The map of Atlanta, where each block is one unit in
the vaccine-allocation task and corresponds to one agent. (b) Training curves of the proposed GAT-MF, the baselines, and the
ablation study in Atlanta. (c) Best performance of each method in Atlanta. (d) Training time and GPU memory consumption
comparison in Atlanta. (e)-(h) Results of another group of experiments in Miami.

We train the model repeatedly with 5 different random seeds to

ensure the robustness of our method. We set 10 steps to be one

episode and randomly reinitialize the grid world after each episode

during the training.

We show the training curves over 50M agent-environment in-

teractions in Figure 3c and extract the best performance of each

method in Figure 3d, both together with the 95%-CI over different

random seeds. The results illustrate the superior performance of

our method with a margin up to 271.9%. Though MAPPO, one of

the SOTA MARL methods, is the best baseline, all global agent

methods and CTDE MARL methods perform relatively bad due to

the high complexity caused by the high dimensional vectors. This

stresses the necessity of using the mean-field approximation to

reduce the dimension when the number of agents is large. On the

other hand, the ablation version of our method, i.e., the MF, suffers

sharp performance decay, proving the key role of our GAT design.

In the real-world metropolitan task, the local state 𝑠 𝑗 at block 𝑗

consists of the current number of susceptible, infected, and dead

people in this block and we set the one-step reward 𝑟 to be opposite

to the number of newly infected people in the step. We set 24 hours

as one step during the training and an episode consists of 63 steps

(9 weeks). We compare the performance of our method with the

same baselines and ablation study, setting the available number of

vaccines identical among our method and the baselines.

We show the training curves over more than 1 billion agent-

environment interactions in Figure 4b and 4f, and summarize the

best performance of each method in Figure 4c and 4g. The results

illustrate that in this larger scenario with thousands of agents, all

the baseline methods failed to learn useful strategies and some of

them are even worse than a randomly initialized model. In contrast,

our method reaches a good performance rapidly and converges

stably, showing superior performance comparing the best baseline

with the margin of 42.7% and 22.9% in Atlanta and Miami, respec-

tively. The unweighted MF method ranks second in both cities,

verifying the validity of the mean field approximation. On the other

hand, its performance decay comparing the full GAT-MF verifies

the key role of our GAT design. In addition, we compare the perfor-

mance of our GAT-MF method with some well-known graph-based

MARL method in Appendix D, again highlighting the superior of

out method in large-scale settings. For more precise quantitative

understanding, we also provide numerical results for barplots in

Figure 3 and Figure 4 in the GitHub repository.

5.3 Visualizations of the Learned Policy
To help understand what the agents learned through training with

our method, here we provide some visualizations of the learned

policies in the manual grid-world task. In Figure 5a and 5b, we

show the distribution of miners after applying the policy from a

trained GAT-MF model for 5 and 10 steps. From these we find the

agents have learned reasonable policy, quickly making the miners

gather at grids with the most diamonds, e.g., the left-upper and left-

lower corner in the shown example. On the other hand, we show

in Figure 5c-5f the distribution of miners after applying policies

from a trained DDPG model and a trained MAPPO model for 5

and 10 steps, which are respective representatives of global agent

and CTDE methods. The DDPG policy tends to be like random

movements and the MAPPO policy tends to only do very slight

movements. We show more visualizations of policies from models
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(a) GAT-MF, 5 steps

(b) GAT-MF, 10 steps

(c) DDPG, 5 steps (e) MAPPO, 5 steps

(d) DDPG, 10 steps () MAPPO, 10 steps

(g) Learned attention of selected agents in GAT-MF

(h) Learned attention of selected agents in GAT-MF

Figure 5: Visualizations of the learned policies in the grid-world task. (a) (b) The distribution of miners after applying the
policy from a trained GAT-MF model for 5 and 10 steps. (c) (d) The distribution of miners after applying the policy from a
trained DDPG model for 5 and 10 steps. (e) (f) The distribution of miners after applying the policy from a trained MAPPO
model for 5 and 10 steps. (g) (h) The learned attentions of some actors at the first step from a trained GAT-MF model. Since one
panel cannot hold the attentions of all the actors, we show the attentions of four actors in each panel.

trained via other baseline methods in the GitHub repository and

find none of them help the agents learn efficient policy. Once again,

we verify the advantage of our method over the existing ones.

We also visualize the learned attentions of some actors at the first

step from a trained GAT-MF model in Figure 5g and 5h. We find the

attentions vary among the agents and reasonably, the agents tend

to pay larger attention to the neighboring agents which are in grids

with more diamonds, verifying the validity of the GAT design in

capturing the varying strengths of agent-agent interactions.We also

show more visualizations of the attentions in the GitHub repository

and from the results, we again verify the validity of the GAT design.

5.4 Computational Efficiency
We compare the computational efficiency

2
of our method with the

two CTDE methods in the real-world metropolitan task, where

there are more than 3000 agents. We show the comparison on train-

ing time consumption and GPU memory consumption in Figure 4d

and 4h. The results indicate that with the GAT-MF design, which

greatly reduces the input dimension of the actor and critic, our

method saves 86.4% and 89.2% training time comparing MAPPO

when training over the same number of agent-environment inter-

actions in Atlanta and Miami, respectively. Besides, our method

saves 19.2% and 19.5% GPU memory comparing MAPPO in the two

cities, respectively. In a nutshell, our method works especially well

in this scenario where there is a much larger number of agents, not

only reaching superior performance but also greatly reducing the

training time and GPU memory consumption.

2
Test on NVIDIA A100 GPU

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose the GAT-MF method, which addresses the

challenge of scaling up the number of agents in MARL algorithms.

We first intuitively analyzed its advantages over the existing CTDE

methods and the unweighted MF method, and then we mathemati-

cally proved its correctness. By incorporating the graph attention

mechanism, we implemented the theoretical theorem into a practi-

cal MARL algorithm. We conducted extensive experiments with the

algorithm in both manual and real-world scenarios with more than

3000 agents. The results demonstrate the superior performance

and high computational efficiency of our method, showcasing its

potential for solving various real-world large-scale problems.

One main limitation of our method is that the GAT mechanism

requires the agents to have fixed relative positions and thus the

adjacency among them can be modeled as a static graph. However,

in some scenarios, the agents are constantly moving and thus do

not have fixed relative positions. One possible solution for this is

to extend the static graph in this paper into a dynamic one and

modify the GAT mechanism to work on dynamic graphs. We leave

this as a potential direction for future works.
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A IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS FOR
REPRODUCIBILITY

We perform experiments using Python 3.9 and Pytorch 1.11 with

NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 and NVIDIA A100 GPUs. Here we

provide detailed values of the hyper-parameters used in the ex-

periments for reproducibility in Table 2 and Table 3 for the the

grid-world task and the real-world task, respectively.

Table 2: Hyper-parameters in the grid-world task.

Hyper-parameter Value

Slope of the Leaky-ReLU function 0.01

Training episode 100000

Batch size 256

Replay buffer size 3000000

Soft replace rate 0.01

Optimizer Adam

Learning rate 1 × 10
−4

Weight of noise for exploration 0.1

Table 3: Hyper-parameters in the real-world task.

Hyper-parameter Value

Slope of the Leaky-ReLU function 0.01

Training episode 110

Batch size 24

Number of parallel rollout 64

Replay buffer size 64*64*1511

Soft replace rate 0.01

Optimizer Adam

Learning rate 1 × 10
−4

Weight of noise for exploration 0.002

The networks used in our implementations are mainly MLPs

and detailed information can be found in our source codes.

B EXTENDED MATHEMATICAL PROOF
Here, we further derive that the approximation error, i.e., the second

order remainder 𝑜 𝑗𝑘 in the Taylor’s polynomial, is bounded within

a small symmetric interval [−𝐶𝐿,𝐶𝐿] under the mild condition of

the Q-function being L-smooth, where 𝐶 is a constant.

Proof. From Taylor’s formula, we have

𝑜 𝑗𝑘 =
1

2

𝛿𝑎 𝑗𝑘∇2

�̃�_𝑗
�̃�_ 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎_ 𝑗)𝛿𝑎 𝑗𝑘

+ 1

2

𝛿𝑠 𝑗𝑘∇2

𝑠_𝑗
�̃�_ 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠_ 𝑗, 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎𝑘 )𝛿𝑠 𝑗𝑘 .

(18)

First, we consider the first itemwhere we approximate𝑎𝑘 with𝑎 𝑗 .

The following derivation is irrelevant to 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑎 𝑗 , and for simplicity

we denote

�̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎𝑘 ) ≜ 𝑄 (𝑎𝑘 ), �̃� 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 ) ≜ 𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 ) . (19)

Suppose that the Q-function is L-smooth, we have

∥∇𝑄 (𝑎𝑘 ) − ∇𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 )∥2 ≤ 𝐿∥𝑎𝑘 − 𝑎 𝑗 ∥2, (20)

where ∥ · ∥2 denotes the 𝑙2-norm.

According to the Lagrange’s mean value theorem, we have

∇𝑄 (𝑎𝑘 ) − ∇𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 ) = ∇𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 + (𝑎𝑘 − 𝑎 𝑗 )) − ∇𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 )
= ∇2𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 + 𝜖 (𝑎𝑘 − 𝑎 𝑗 )) (𝑎𝑘 − 𝑎 𝑗 ), 𝜖 ∈ [0, 1] .

(21)

Adding 𝑙2-norm on the both sides of the above equation, from

the smoothness condition, we have

∥∇𝑄 (𝑎𝑘 ) − ∇𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 )∥2 = ∥∇2𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 + 𝜖 (𝑎𝑘 − 𝑎 𝑗 )) (𝑎𝑘 − 𝑎 𝑗 )∥2
≤ 𝐿∥𝑎𝑘 − 𝑎 𝑗 ∥2 .

(22)

We define 𝛿𝑎 𝑗𝑘 = 𝑎𝑘 − 𝑎 𝑗 ≜ 𝛿𝑎 and the normalized vector

𝛿𝑎 ≜ 𝛿𝑎
∥𝛿𝑎∥2 with ∥𝛿𝑎∥2 = 1 and can write the above inequality as

∥∇2𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 + 𝜖𝛿𝑎)𝛿𝑎∥2 ≤ 𝐿. (23)

By arbitrary choice of 𝛿𝑎 such that the magnitude ∥𝛿𝑎∥2 → 0, it

follows from above that

∥∇2𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 )𝛿𝑎∥2 ≤ 𝐿. (24)

By aligning 𝛿𝑎 in the direction of the eigenvectors of the Hessian

matrix ∇2𝑄 , we obtain that for any eigenvalue _ of ∇2𝑄

∥∇2𝑄 (𝑎 𝑗 )𝛿𝑎∥2 = ∥_𝛿𝑎∥2 = |_ | · ∥𝛿𝑎∥2 = |_ | ≤ 𝐿. (25)

As the Hessian matrix ∇2𝑄 is real symmetric and thus diagonal-

izable, there exist a unit orthogonal matrix 𝑈 such that

𝑈𝑇 (∇2𝑄)𝑈 = Λ ≜ 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(_1, . . . , _𝐷 ) . (26)

Then we have

𝛿𝑎 · ∇2𝑄 · 𝛿𝑎 = (𝑈𝛿𝑎)𝑇Λ(𝑈𝛿𝑎) =
𝐷∑︁
𝑖=1

_𝑖 (𝑈𝛿𝑎)2𝑖 , (27)

where

−𝐿∥𝑈𝛿𝑎∥2 = −𝐿
𝐷∑︁
𝑖=1

(𝑈𝛿𝑎)2𝑖 ≤
𝐷∑︁
𝑖=1

_𝑖 (𝑈𝛿𝑎)2𝑖 ≤ 𝐿

𝐷∑︁
𝑖=1

(𝑈𝛿𝑎)2𝑖 = 𝐿∥𝑈𝛿𝑎∥2 .

(28)

Since𝑈 is unit orthogonal matrix, we have

∥𝑈𝛿𝑎∥2 = ∥𝛿𝑎∥2 = (𝑎𝑘−𝑎 𝑗 )𝑇 (𝑎𝑘−𝑎 𝑗 ) = ∥𝑎𝑘 ∥2+∥𝑎 𝑗 ∥2−2𝑎𝑇
𝑘
𝑎 𝑗 ≤ 𝐶,

(29)

where 𝐶 is a constant bound related to the magnitude of action

vectors.

Put the above together, we have

−1

2

𝐶𝐿 ≤ 1

2

𝛿𝑎 · ∇2𝑄 · 𝛿𝑎 ≤ 1

2

𝐶𝐿. (30)

Similarly, we can prove that the second item in 𝑜 𝑗𝑘 also follows

−1

2

𝐶𝐿 ≤ 1

2

𝛿𝑠 · ∇2𝑄 · 𝛿𝑠 ≤ 1

2

𝐶𝐿. (31)

Therefore, we have proved that the approximation error, i.e., the

second order remainder, is bounded as
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−𝐶𝐿 ≤ 𝑜 𝑗𝑘 ≤ 𝐶𝐿. (32)

□

Specifically in the implementation, the constant 𝐶 can be con-

trolled to a relatively small number by normalization on the state

vector 𝑠 and action vector 𝑎. Also, Q-function tends to be smooth

in most scenarios, especially those with continuous state and ac-

tion spaces, and thus the constant 𝐿 can be considered small. Put

together, the approximation error in our paper is bounded within

a small symmetric interval, indicating that our GAT-MF approach

can approximate the exact Q-function precisely.

C BACKGROUND OF THE REAL-WORLD
METROPOLITAN TASK

In this section, we introduce more details of the background of the

real-world vaccines-allocation experiment. The long-lasting global

pandemic spreading of COVID-19 has caused countless damage to

the social economy and people’s daily life. With the aim of better

understanding the pandemic spreading dynamics, there exist many

works on modeling and simulating the COVID-19 pandemic spread-

ing with various mathematical models and data sources [5, 6, 8]. In

this paper, we mainly conduct our experiments based on the Be-

havior and Demography informed epidemic model (BD model) [8],

which is an improved version of the meta-population model [5].

In general, the BD model simulates the pandemic spreading in-

side the metropolitan statistical areas (MSA
3
s), with the smallest

unit of census block groups (CBG
4
s) and points of interest (POI

5
s).

Typically, there are thousands of CBGs and more than ten thou-

sand of POIs within one MSA. The BD model divides the pandemic

spreading process into two parts, i.e., Intra-CBG transmissions

Inter-CBG transmissions, and models them respectively. For the

Intra-CBG transmissions, it maintains a local Susceptible-Exposed-

Infected-Removed (SEIR) model in each CBG, where S denotes

susceptible, E denotes exposed, I denotes infected and R denotes

removed. There is a proportion of infected cases become reported

cases and the proportion is decided by the testing capability. Only

reported cases are observable while the rest of the infected cases

are not observable. There are a proportion of removed cases turn

out to be deaths according to the infection-fatality rate (IFR) in each

CBG while others turn out to recover. As is known to us, the death

rate is strongly related to age and thus the IFR is estimated by the

population age structure of each CBG and age-specified death risks.

On the other hand, the BD-model mainly models the Inter-CBG

transmissions part based on the population mobility and contact

network among CBGs and POIs. Inter-CBG transmissions happen

when susceptible individuals from a certain CBG encounter infected

individuals from another CBG when visiting a POI. The transmis-

sion probability varies among the POIs, which is positively related

to people’s average dwelling time at a certain POI and is inversely

proportional to the POI’s floor space, reflecting the population den-

sity in such POI. The effect of vaccines on the transmission process

is modeled as an equivalent reduction in the infection rate, which

3
Regions with a relatively high population density and close economic ties throughout

the area.

4
The smallest geographical unit for which the bureau publishes sample data.

5
Specific locations that someone may find useful or interesting.

means the probability for susceptible individuals in a certain CBG

to be infected and turn into an exposed case in contact with infected

individuals reduces proportionally to the percentage of vaccinated

individuals in such CBG. We assume that an individual will obtain

100% immunity after one dose of vaccine injection for simplifica-

tion in this paper while the real-world situations of two-injection

vaccines and < 100% immunity can be modeled with no essential

difference by simply changing the parameters.

The required data of population mobility, i.e., how people from

each CBG visit each POI and encounter people from other CBGs,

are originally captured by previous researchers from the SafeGraph

open data
6
and are available online

7
[5]. In the study of BD-model,

the researchers further process the data into a suitable form to

feed into the simulator. They have verified the accuracy of the BD

model by comparing the simulation results by computers with the

reported real-world situations. Results show that the model can

reflect the real-world pandemic spreading situations precisely and

thus we can conduct experiments based on it with confidence.

D EXTENDED BASELINE COMPARISONS
In table 4, we provide extended comparisons with some well-known

graph-based MARL method in our real-world metropolitan task

with thousands of agents to highlight that our GAT-MF is superior

for large-scale MARL settings.

• DGN [17]: This work applied GCNs to aggregate local ob-

servations of all agents and used the aggregated vector as

the input of Q-function.

• DCG [3]: This work factorized the Q-function according to

the coordination graph (CG), into the sum of "utility func-

tions" of each node (agent) and "payoff function" of each

edge (agent-agent interaction).

• GCS [36]: Thiswork generated directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)
with GAT encoders and used the DAGs as action coordina-

tion graph (ACG). Based on the ACG, they obtained coordi-

nated actions for agents.

• NCC [24]: This work obtained inspiration from psychol-

ogy and sociology and aimed to keep the ’cognition’ among

neighboring agents consistent to ensure better cooperation.

They designed GCNs and variational autoencoders to cap-

ture the ’cognition’ of each agent from the observations and

used KL-divergence to keep the neighborhood cognition

consistency.

Table 4: Best episode return in the real-world metropolitan
task

Atlanta Miami

DGN -8968.002 (-73.727%) -15398.495 (-38.969%)

DCG -6110.560 (-18.373%) -13040.075 (-17.684%)

GCS -7316.499 (-41.734%) -15654.693 (-41.281%)

NCC The complexity of NCC is too high to test

Ours -5162.126 -11080.564

6
https://www.safegraph.com/

7
https://covid-mobility.stanford.edu//datasets/
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